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Presents for the future—now
CHRISTMAS IS COMING and this year
JS present hunters will have a wider choice
and better value than ever before. Over 80
branches will be stocking the JS Christmas
range, the bulk of which goes on sale in the
first week of October.
For mums there are smokey brown hors
d'oeuvre dishes and Nutbrown icing outfits that will give her party fare the professional touch. Dads may be lucky enough to find a set of bar accessories, a
heavy duty Safari torch, or a presentation
set of six genuine 'Martini' glasses in their
1977 Christmas stocking.
But the JS Christmas has the emphasis
on children, which is as it should be. The
five JS stores with large sales areas devoted to toys will sell the full JS range of
over 300 lines, which this year includes
three exciting new toys: the Weeble pullalong airliner, a large doll's house and a
garage.
Little girls will fall in love with the range
of charming 'Holly Hobbie' ragdolls,
while for the boys there's an impressive
line-up of'Matchbox' vehicles.

Spruced-up tree
The Christmas tree is given the JS touch
with a brand new 'spruce' tree. The classy
looking 'spruce' is particularly good value
at less than £10. There will also be a
number of other imitation trees to choose
from. Trees and decorations will go on
sale in November.
As well as the regular baubles and
garlands JS will sell two packs of own label
wrapping paper: an economy pack often
sheets and a super quality pack of five
sheets.
There's more variety in Christmas cards
too, with traditional and novelty packs,
both extremely good value at 19p for ten.
It looks like Santa is making a bumper
delivery to JS stores this year, and there's a
lot less than those 100 shopping days left
than you think. O

Christmas the Sainsbury way. Left to right:
'Country Villa' doll's house, polished wood
bottle opener and nutcrackers, Playday
crayons and paint set, 'spruce' Christmas
tree, Pedigree posting box, Pifco 'Safari'
torch, Stewart hors d'oeuvre dish, 'Holly
Hobbie' ragdoll, Weeble airliner, JS economy wrapping paper and novelty cards.
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Bread queue blues
AMONGST many amusing tales
from the days of the 'great bread
shortage', came this plea for sanity
from Ken Roach, customer service
assistant at Basingstoke branch. Ken
was shocked into action after a
harrowing experience with a queue of
crumb-crazy housewives!

BREAD DISAPPEARED from the
shops at the beginning of September as the
result of an industrial dispute between the
Bakers Union and the big three Federation bakers—Rank Hovis McDougall,
Associated British Foods and SpillersFrench. The main bone of contention
between the two was bank holiday pay
and working agreements.
The strike brought production to a halt
and brought droves of sandwich-hungry
housewives out into the streets in search of
the few independent bakeries and shops
still selling bread.
By September 10 bread had vanished
from most JS branches and sales of flour,
yeast and bread substitutes—like crispbreads and crackers—shot up.
Rugby branch reported: 'We normally
expect to shift a pallet of Ryvita in a week.
When the strike was at its height it went in
a day!'
Recipe leaflets went into all JS stores on
September 13, for bread made with and
without yeast. These were quickly snapped up by bread-starved customers.
Customers were said to be fighting over
the few remaining loaves. West Bromwich
branch reported that fighting broke out in
a queue outside an independent bakery
close by.
'If you work at Sainsbury's
And some clot shouts out 'bread!',
For God's sake dodge the animals
That are waiting to be fed.
They may only knock your head off
As they reach up to the shelf
Or kick you where it really hurts
Unless you protect yourself.
Hands may grab you round the throat,
Be calm, and do not mind,
They are only after Sainsbury's bread
And will take no other kind.'

An early morning queue of avid bread-seekers filing into Stockwell branch.
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Throughout the strike, certain independent bakeries maintained supplies to a
limited number of stores on a quota basis.
Stockwell branch was one of the lucky
ones. Queues in excess of a hundred yards
long outside the store were a common
sight at the height of the shortage.
By holding back a certain amount of
bread from each delivery manager George
Bastone was able to keep up a steady flow
of bread buyers through the store, and was
able to record an increase in takings over
the strike period.
'Although they were coming in just for
bread, most customers picked up one or
two other items as well, which was good
for trade generally!'

Flour power
JS branches with in-store bakeries filled
the gap where they could but were unable
to help more than a few other branches;
mostly those JS stores which open on
Monday, when a Sunday shift could be
worked without prejudicing supplies to
their own customers.
The four in-store bakeries that use
frozen dough ran into difficulties when
supplies were curtailed or ran out. Staff at
all the in-store bakeries were working flatout and putting in long hours to try and
keep as many customers satisfied as they
could.
Relief came on September 19 with a
settlement and a return to work. By the
weekend production was back to normal
and JS stores were once again fully stocked with the staff of life.
The high cost of the strike has been
blamed by one of the big three, Associated
British Foods, for an increase in the price
of their standard loaf from 24p to 24£p,
effective on September 26. The other
bakers are expected to follow suit. O

Lord Sainsbury Chance for a share of the action
to open
Haverhill

PLAYING THE STOCKMARKET all eligible employees on October 7. Comneedn't be a risky business if you are one of pleted application forms must be returned
the 9000 members of staff who are eligible by October 28 to: assistant company
to take up this year's offer to acquire JS secretary Martin Gant at Stamford
shares under the company's savings- House, Blackfriars. Share option certificates will then be posted on November 4
related share option scheme.
On October 7 everyone who has worked to those whose applications are accepted.
The JS savings related share option
full-time for the company for three years
or more, about 9,000, will be offered the scheme is now in its fourth year and so far
chance to save a regular amount of money 1500 people belong to it. Between them
each week, or month, under a Save-As- they are saving £205,000 a year.
You-Earn contract.
The scheme will operate for a total of
At the end offiveyears the savings that ten years, and once a year eligible staff get
have accrued can then be used to exercise the chance to take up an option. Staff who
the option to buy JS shares or taken out as already belong to the scheme can apply for
cash, or a mixture of shares and cash. The more shares every year up to their maxprice of the shares is agreed at the begin- imum entitlement, which is determined by
ning of the contract and will be 90 per cent length of service and earnings.
of the middle market price on the day
Those who joined the scheme when it
before this year's scheme begins— started took out an option on shares
October 6. (At the time of going to press priced at 80p a share, a very favourable
the share price was around the 214p price against today's higher market value.
mark.)
And if you don't want shares you can
Full details of the scheme will be sent to always take the money.

Two depot staff branch out
IT'S NOT UNUSUAL for branch staff to
move to depots and head office, but for the
first time two JS employees at Hoddesdon
depot have chosen to move into the sharp
end of the business.
Administration services manager, Bob
Wingell and operations planner, Mick
LORD SAINSBURY is to open JS's new Mills began their new life in the branches
supermarket at Haverhill, Suffolk, on on September 20.
With their existing management exOctober 11. Lord Sainsbury, better
known at JS as Mr Alan, lives in a village perience in the depot, store training has
less than ten miles from the new store. It is been tailored to suit them. Bob has started
therefore appropriate that he should per- at Bishop's Stortford and hopes at the end
form the opening honours at what will be of nine months to take up a position as
deputy manager.
his local branch.
At Stevenage Mick is on a six month
Lord Sainsbury (he received his peerage
in 1962) joined JS in 1921. He became a training course after which he hopes to
director in 1933 and chairman of the become a departmental manager.
Both Mick and Bob are looking forcompany in 1956. He is now joint president with his brother Sir Robert Sains- ward to working on the other side of
retailing. Says Mick: 'There will be a lot
bury, better known as Mr RJ.
In the middlefiftiesLord Sainsbury was more face to face contact which I enjoy. In
the impetus behind JS's revolutionary the depot we speak to a lot of people on the
move away from manual service to self- telephone but we don't often meet many
service stores, the forerunners of today's of them.'
Bob feels his management experience in
supermarkets and superstores.
When compared with many of JS's
newest superstores, Haverhill, with its
1066 square metre (about 11,400 square
foot) sales area, seems rather small. But
what it may lack in size it makes up for in
the large variety of goods it will sell.
Glassware, crockery, kitchenware, freezer
packs, health and beauty lines are just a
few of the non-traditional ranges that
customers at Haverhill will find on the
shelves.
JS has had close connections with
Haverhill for many years. The company's
pig supplies department is there, adjacent
to the Haverhill Meat Products factory;
which is jointly owned by JS and Canada
Packers.
Lord Sainsbury's connections with the
area go back even farther. In 1929, when
he was 27, he stood as Liberal candidate
for Sudbury, not 12 miles from Haverhill.

the depot will come in very useful in a
branch, but adds: 'In a store there are very
few opportunities to manage from behind
a desk, you have to manage on your feet,
and I think that's far more demanding but
also more rewarding.'
Head office is expecting more moves of
this kind in the future. Information on
vacancies is now available throughout the
company, and with larger stores and
therefore greater job opportunities in the
branches more depot staffare likely to take
advantage of the company's flexibility.
What will they miss about the depot?
Says Bob: 'I'll definitely miss my privacy
and the freedom to wear what I want, but
I'm gaining a smaller, more friendly atmosphere, and the excitement of daily
change.'
But before either men could start on
their new job they both had some serious
shopping to do. Neither had bought a
white shirt in years.
Mick Mills Geft) and Bob Wingell in their
last week at Hoddesdon depot.

New Cowley opens in the shop next door

ONLY THE EARLYBIRDS were
around to see the opening of Cowley's
newest JS store, right next to the old one.
But this didn't worry manager Michael
Broomfield as he unlocked the doors on
September 6 at the usual trading time of
8.30.
'We didn't expect long queues so early'
he said. 'Although the new store is much
larger it's really just a continuance of the
old one.'
Nevertheless the early start still attracted some enthusiastic shoppers keen to see
the inside of the new building. Olive
Burnard arrived at the crack of dawn with
a particular reason for wanting to be first
through the doors.
'I was the first customer in the old store'
she explained 'so I want to keep my record
and be first here too.'
Mrs Burnard has spent many early
mornings waiting outside new stores as
they opened in the Cowley Centre, 'but I

don't do it to get in the Guiness Book of
Records' she says. 'I know some rich
people so I ask them to sponsor me for a
local charity'. Sainsbury's made Mrs
Burnard's long wait even more
worthwhile with an extra donation to the
charity of her choice.
Other early customers included Kay
Jeffreys who retired from the old store six
weeks before. She was interested to see
what they'd done to her old department,
wines and spirits, which now occupies
much more space on one side of the store.
Apart from the extra space the new
store also has a few new departments.
There is a health and beauty range, a self
service delicatessen, batteries and bulbs,
and, attracting a lot of interest, produce is
now 'on the loose'.
When the old store next door has been
refurbished it will be joined to the present
new store to provide an instore bakery and
an integrated freezer centre in a store of

1960 square metres (21,000 square feet).
With the exception of the manager, staff
from the old shop have moved across to
the new store.
They have been joined by Michael
Broomfield, previously manager of Central Croydon, and a number of young
employees from the local area. BPO Jean
Goble reports that the manager and his
new staff, who are almost all school
leavers, are settling in beautifully and
'because of his good looks they're all
secretly head over heels in love with
him!' Second in command is Ralph
Power, who was deputy in the old shop.
His hopes for the new store are all above
him—in the overhead car park. He explains: 'The new store has been built on
the old car park so we lost a lot of
customers while the building was in progress, but now we have a car park again
we're hoping to attract even more customers from an even wider area.' O
Top: The entrance to the new store showing
the topical mural of transport through the
ages. Above: Deputy Ralph Power stands
up well to the hectic questioning of opening
morning. Left: Kay Jeffreys discusses what
they've done to her old department with
sales assistant Dorothy Kirby.
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Rugby's dogged determination wins through
A SILVER LINING to every cloud has
become the motto of Rugby branch staff".
Their efforts in collecting silver paper have
helped an ex-employee in her attempts to
raise the cash for a guide dog.
Mrs Lynda McElroy left the branch
three years ago as her sight was failing and
for a long period was confined to her
house. 'I couldn't use a stick' she says 'I
just couldn't go out.'
When word of Lynda's difficulties
reached her one-time supervisor at Rugby
branch, Mrs Wyn Bense, and friend Joan
Stretton, they decided something should
be done. A guide dog was the obvious
solution, but there was the problem of
raising the £500 needed to meet the cost of
training a suitable puppy.
A silver paper collection was decided
upon as a good way of raising the cash,
and Wyn set about organising one in the
store. This met with great success, but
since a hundredweight of silver paper is
only worth £4, it was obviously going to
take a long time to meet the target. But
they hadn't counted on the resourcefulness of JS employees.
It wasn't long before the drivers of
Buntingford depot got to hear about
Lynda's plight, and out of the blue they
presented her with £46, the proceeds of a
collection at the depot. Over in Coventry
branch, Joan Cox, a former cashier at
Rugby, organised a raffle which raised
£15, and the whole thing, in Lynda's
words, 'began to snowball'. To date they
have collected around £170 and this has
proved sufficient to equip Lynda with a
gorgeous two year old labrador called
Irma.
Lynda has had Irma for almost two
months. 'I'm hardly ever in these days' she
says. 'Irma is so intelligent that I only have
to go to a place once and she remembers it.
If I say take me to the butchers then off we
go. She understands every word I say.'
Joan Stretton was so impressed by the
speed of the response from JS staflF, that
she has already been quoted in the local

From the left: Wyn Bense (late shift supervisor), Peter Wesson (manager), Lynda and
Irma, Vivien Woodger (BPO), and Joan Stretton.
press expressing her thanks to Sainsbury's
staff for what she calls their 'fantastic
help'.
There is still a long way to go before the
whole cost of training Irma can be met.
Branch manager Peter Wesson plans to
hold a raffle to keep the moneyflowingin.
Local residents' groups and schools are

also helping to collect silver paper. Drivers at Buntingford have offered to deliver
contributions from any other JS branch to
Rugby.
Lynda and her JS friends have been so
enterprising that we have a sneaking suspicion that it won't be long before they
have all that £500!

JD on LBC supermarket phone-in
CHAIRMAN JOHN SAINSBURY had
a 50 minute grilling on September 16 at the
hands of LBC's listeners. Taking part in a
phone-in programme on London's commercial radio news station he had to
answer questions—often very detailed—
about several aspects of the supermarket
business.
On the subject of own-label brands he
had this to say: 'A very high proportion of
our trade is own-label, and one reason in
recent years for our success, is that we've
been able to show our customers that the
Sainsbury's brand is only there if it's as
good as or better than the proprietary
brand.'
Moving on to prices, he said: 'The
person who keeps prices down is the
housewife. It's not the shopkeeper.
Anyone who gets inefficient and whose
prices get higher and isn't offering value
for money, soon knows it because the
housewife votes with her feet and goes and

walks somewhere else.'
Questioned about the effects of price
restraint, he replied: 'All these price controls and all the elaborate machinery that
was created had an absolutely miniscule
effect. The greatest anxiety is generated by
politicians who suggest that advantage is
being taken of the shopper.'
There was a good deal of discussion on
the topic of hypermarkets. 'There is a real
discount in those very large stores. The
economies of the distribution system and
the size allow real reductions in price, and
for that reason we've been interested in
hypermarkets' the chairman told listeners. 'I believe there is a very great future
for them, but it'll be only a very small part
of the total trade.'
Other topics covered included baby
trolleys, new sites, special offers, improved checkouts, and shelving problems.
The host of the show was Brian Hayes.
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chairman talks
Work on cold store hots up JS
food prices on BBC 1
THE BIG FREEZE is spreading at
Buntingford depot. Work has started on a
"hew minus 5°F cold store and the conversion of existing plant to create a new
28/30T store. Expenditure is expected to
be around £160,000. It is needed because
of a steadily increasing turnover of frozen
goods in stores and freezer centres. The
new plant will also be capable of meeting
new EEC regulations soon to come into

force, and can maintain a steady 42 degrees of frost, five degrees colder than at
present.
Bernard Clancy, depot services manager describes the Buntingford cold store
as 'one of the biggest fully-flooded systems in the country', which means that it
uses a different system to the domestic
'fridge, and is considerably more complicated and expensive to run!

nine o'clock news
'I DON'T think there's a slightest chance
that food will get off the headlines' JS
chairman John Sainsbury told BBC 1
viewers during the nine o'clock news
programme on September 1. He went on:
'It's understandably a highly sensitive
topic. On the subject of competition and
low profit margins, I think there's no
doubt it's very intense and it will remain
that way, and I think rightly so.'
In answer to a question about the way
food prices have risen in the last year, he
replied: 'I gave a forecast in July that I
thought prices that were running at
around 20 per cent up on a year ago,
would gradually come down to a point
where, by the end of the year, they would
be about 15 per cent up on a year ago.
'I went on to forecast that during the
first half of next year 15 per cent will come
down to nearer ten. These are my rough
figures but I think they are as near as one
can get to a forecast on the rate of inflation
of food prices'.
The one-minute interview was the third
in a series of reports on major sectors of
British industry. The interviewer was
BBC1 economic correspondent Colin
Chapman.

Coffee—grounds for
instant remorse
THE LATEST MOVE to control the
price of coffee came into effect last week.
The voluntary agreement worked out
between retailers and the government
limits the shops' profit margin on certain
brands of instant coffee tofiveper cent.
The agreement follows public concern
over the steep rise in the price of coffee.
Despite a Price Commission investigation
which cleared the retail trade of any
suspicion of profiteering (see August Journal) some form of profit limitation was
pressed for by the government in order to
keep price rises to a minimum.
For the shopper the agreed profit control will not mean a fall in the price of
Part of the complicated piping and machinery being installed to cool the new storage area. coffee. Because the higher auction prices
paid earlier in the year have just filtered
through the system the price of coffee is
still on the increase. But those lines limited
to the five per cent margin are about 8p
cheaper than they might otherwise have
CHRISTMAS ISN'T CHRISTMAS over 100,000 tons of fruit, this will have a been.
The new limit applies to three lines of
without rich fruit cake and plum pudding. serious effect on supplies around the
instant coffee chosen by the retailer each
But this year our traditional fare may not world.
be quite as popular with the housewife
Greece and Turkey have done parti- month from three categories laid down by
since the cost of the main ingredient has cularly well out of California's shortage, the government. They are being identified
risen dramatically since last year.
though this year's crop from the Greek at the point of sale by the phrase 'low
JS buyers negotiating on the dried fruit island of Crete has been hit by storms margin.'
Coffee-chicory mixtures, decaffeinated
markets have had to contend with a recently and is likely to be in short supply
coffee, and freeze-dried coffee, such as
shortage of supply and rising prices next year.
caused by the failure of last year's CaliforJS own-label dried fruit in the shops at Gold Blend, are not included in the
nian crop.
Christmas will consist of sultanas and scheme.
Not all retailers will be keeping their
The Californian grapes, which when currants from Greece, and seedless raisins
dried become raisins, were hit by every from South Africa and California. One profits within the five per cent limit.
type of bad weather, including rain when piece of good news is that there will be Smaller shops with a low turnover have
they were being dried in the open. Because plenty of big, juicy Australian stoned agreed to keep within a slightly higher
profit margin of 1\ per cent.
California is a major supplier and lost raisins available.

Rain swells dried fruit prices
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JS sounds the all clear!
UaUbn

YOU CAN SEE WHERE YOU ARE
with these up-to-the-minute, stylish salt
and pepper mills. Made in high quality
clear acrylic plastic they will be on sale in
about 20 JS stores by the end of September and the beginning ofOctober. The tops
come in seven different colours, including
clear, and they cost £2.95p each, which is
considerably less than the price charged by
other retail chains.
The mills are very much an 'up-market7
line and are being sold on an experimental
basis to start with. If they prove successful

they will be extended to other hardware
branches.
Completing the picture are JS whole
black peppercorns and Maiden sea salt
crystals. The pepper, which comes from
Tellicherry in India and is said to be the
best in the world, costs 16p for a one ounce
drum. The salt costs 36p for a one pound
pack; and is said to owe its purity and
health-giving properties to the ancient
craft of sea salt panning, as practised and
handed down as a family kept secret
through generations of Essex craftsmen.

Fight against vandals
falls on
deafears
WHAT'S ALL THIS EAR? Native hunters living around JS's new Lord's Hill
superstore in Southampton have been
claiming trophies from the hippo park
outside. Thefivehippos, a popular feature
in the childrens play area, have suffered
the indignity of having their ears twisted
off by local vandals. The ears, the only
weak point in the robust concrete and
fibreglass effigies, have been glued back on
several times, but such is the appetite of
the local youth for natural history that
they dissappear as fast as they are repaired.
The trouble started within two weeks of
the opening of the store (on July 26) and
was accompanied by damage to the lavatories and light-fittings around the shopping centre. Young plants have also been
pulled up, and vandalism is proving to be a
major headache. The only saving grace,
according to the stores' deputy manager,
Tony Lovegrove, is that 'it's a good job the
hippos aren't giraffes!'

Palliative jubilee Dancing on the decks 'til dawn
message
SEEN written on a frozen food pallet at
Wood Green, the following commemorative message:
'To mark the silver jubilee of 1977, the
distribution division has released a limited
edition of25 roll pallets. Unlike normal roll
pallets they have four wheels, all of which
turn freely. In addition to this, two of these
wheels turn in such a way as to allow the
pallet to be steered in any direction with the
minimum amount of effort.
'If you receive a jubilee pallet, treat it
with care—you probably won't see the like
again for a very long time.'

Beans, means . . .
GOOD NEWS for lovers of real coffee. JS
blends of coffee beans and ground coffee
went down in price on September 19.
Careful buying on world markets enabled
a price cut of28p per pound. The cost of4oz
Kenya Blend (ground or beans) has dropped from 81 p to 64p and similar reductions
have been made in all fresh coffee lines.
Unfortunately instant coffee has not
been affected, as manufacturers indicate
that the effect of cheaper beans will take
some time to percolate through.

BELOW DECKS ON HMS BELFAST the revels lingered on into the wee small hours to
the sound of 'Sweet Inspiration'; topsides, a romantic view of the Thames at Tower Bridge.
The Belfast's 'crew' on this occasion, September 10, were 280 members of the SSA 'O'
section enjoying an end-of-summer buffet/dance.
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Roy plays at trains for real
RUNNING A RAILWAY is a lot like
running a supermarket according to Roy
Watts. And he should know. During the
week he is deputy manager at Purley
branch. At weekends and on his days off
he is a booking clerk and guard on The
Bluebell Railway, probably the most
famous and successful private steam railway line in the country.
The line is open to the public and runs
thefivemiles between Sheffield Park and
Horsted Keynes in Sussex. 'It goes from
nowhere to nowhere' says Roy 'although
up until 1958 the track was part of the line

that ran from Lewes to East Grinstead.'
The Bluebell Preservation Society was
formed in 1959. (The line runs through
bluebell woods and some of the prettiest
countryside in Sussex—hence the name.)
The idea was to recreate the glories of'live'
steam and at the same time give the public
the chance to rattle over the track in
authentic period carriages pulled by
puffing beauties of a bygone age.
Roy's burning passion for railways first
got up steam when he was five. 'My
mother would collect me from school and
take me to watch the trains leaving our

local station at Wallington.' When he was
a little older he would watch the trains
leaving Wallington and 'cycle like mad'
across country to see them arriving at
Carshalton Beeches, the next station
down the line.
At 14 (he is now 23) Roy answered an
advertisement in a railway enthusiasts
magazine. 'It was for staff to help run The
Bluebell Railway. There was no pay of
course; all the money the line makes is
used to buy and restore more rolling stock
or goes towards the upkeep of the line and
station buildings.'
In order to pay his fares from his home
in Wallington to Sheffield Park, young
Roy got a Saturday job at his local
Sainsbury's. He switched to full-time in
1971 when he left school, and he is now
one of the youngest deputy managers at
JS.
He has adapted many of the procedures
used at JS to improve the efficiency of the
Bluebell line. For instance, the station
staff are scheduled in much the same way
as staff at the branches. The security
system in the booking office is based on the
one at Purley. Even the tickets are sold in
strict rotation and properly coded—just
like JS stock control!
The Bluebell line is as close to a pukka
railway as you can get. The whole operation is run according to the 1955 rule
book, the last to be issued before steam
railwaysfinallyran out of steam.
To become one of the station staff
(everyone starts by manning the car park)
you have to progress from porter, to
senior porter and then to booking clerk, to
guard and so on. This year Roy took and
passed an exam to become a guard. He is
now qualified to alternate his shifts in the
All aboard! Roy gives the all clear to the
engine driver and another happy load of
passengers travel back in time. Below: You
can't get away from paperwork even in the
guard's van.
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The other side of the ticket office grille that passengers never get to see. 'All people can see are my hands', says Roy. 'If I recognise someone
from the branch I bob down and say hallo. If it's someone from Blackfriars or the area office they get the surprise of their life.'
ticket booking office with racing up and
down the platform waving a green flag and
blowing an impressive looking whistle.
As a booking clerk he is responsible for
all the money that comes through the grille
(shades of JS and money at the ckeckouts). As a guard he is responsible for the
safety of his train and his passengers, just
as much as the engine driver is.
'Before a train can leave the station the
guard has to go through a strict routine'
says Roy. 'He has to check the brake pipes
are coupled between each carriage and the
carriages themselves are coupled up correctly. He must also "acquaint himself
with the driver", make sure all the doors

are open before the passengers get on and
make sure they are all closed once they are
aboard. Only then can he consider giving
the all clear, wave the greenflagand blow
his whistle.'
Another of Roy's jobs is to give new
recruits an eyesight test. 'Anyone who
wants to work on the railway must be able
to see what's coming down the line and be
able to tell red from green!'
Sheffield Park must be one of the most
filmed and photographed stations in the
world. Film director Ken Russell can't
keep away from the place; pop star Elton
John used it as the background on the
cover of his LP 'Tumbleweed Con-

nection'; and it continually pops up in TV
commercials.
Like the station staff, who all wear
authentic period railway uniforms, Sheffield Park is an exact replica of a station in
the 1920's—even down to the Pears soap
in the ladies. Horsted Keynes, the station
at the other end of the line, recreates the
1940's. A journey from oneto the other is
like travelling 20 years in time, and quite
uncanny.
Roy is a seasoned film extra and has
even appeared as a German soldier in the
Colditz TV series. 'Viewers thought it was
filmed in Germany—little did they know it
was sunny Sussex' says Roy with a smile.
The Blueline line is not Roy's only
railway interest. He also travels the country, abroad when he can, photographing
old rolling stock, old stations and other
steam railway lines.
'My wife is very understanding' says
Roy. She is likely to have another enthusiast in the family before very long, as
they have a one-year-old son, who no
doubt will soon be joining his dad train
spotting.
'People are always asking me why I like
railways' says Roy. 'The answer is, I don't
know. I suppose it's a form of escapism
that's not a fantasy.'
On the Bluebell line anyway, they
don't play at trains—it's for real. 'I think
British Rail envy us' adds Roy 'at least we
pay our way!'
The Bluebell line is full of surprises.
Fireman on the 592 C class goods engine
(built in 1901) is Ken Baylis, who when not
shovelling coal is afingerprintexpert.
Engine driver Bill Brophy is a senior technician with British Rail.
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Getting to the top...

THE BIRMINGHAM SKYLINE is
noted for its high concrete buildings
towering for a place on the horizon. The
Birmingham College of Food is not one of
the tallest but from her seventh floor
window JS counsellor Elizabeth Murphy
has a magnificent view over the city.
Elizabeth is head of the domestic arts
department at the college which includes a
diploma course in home economics and
other courses in hairdressing and catering.
The students on the home economics
course are all being trained for work in
industry and the fact that the diploma they
will receive is highly prized by employers
gives Elizabeth a great deal of satisfaction.
As she says: 'The college is a stronghold
of craft. Our students really can cook, and
enjoy cooking, and this is something
industry wants now.'
Enthusiasm for her subject is something
Elizabeth doesn't reserve for her students.
She also manages to put the Sainsbury
message across to women's groups in the
Midlands about twice a week. Despite her
high-powered position at the college she
enjoys giving her talks: 'If you can teach
you can sell. It's all communication' she
says. And she also values her contact with
retailing since it keeps her in touch with
what industry requires of her students.

Something missing
Elizabeth spent her own student days in
Leicester training as a teacher of domestic
science. Her first school was a secondary
modern in Leatherhead but her happiest
teaching years were spent at the Godolphin and Latymer, a London girls grammar school. While she was there she took a
further education course in order to take
an evening class for domestic science
teachers. Even with her two jobs there was
still something missing. 'I loved the school
and its pupils but my subject was so
looked down on that I had to teach both
cookery and needlework and had to run
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the department on my own.'
It took eight years but eventually Elizabeth knew she had to get away. And she
did. She answered an advertisement in the
newspaper for an adult education officer
in Zambia and a few weeks later she was
on her way to Africa. 'But when I arrived I
found the job didn't exist. I had a lovely
office, a car, and a good wage, but I had
nothing to do. To many people the idea of
being paid to do nothing in the sunshine
seems idyllic, but for Elizabeth Murphy it
was frustrating.
'Ifinallypersuaded them to send me on
a tour of the country to see education
classes in progress but I got into trouble
just doing that. I visited a school which
needed a domestic science teacher and of
course I offered to do the job. The headmistress was delighted but when I got back
to the capital I was soundly reprimanded
by the Permanent Secretary for meddling.' But her determination hadn't gone
unnoticed and Elizabeth was finally rewarded with a job in the North, in
Zambia's copper belt, organising cookery
and needlework classes.
In spite of the slow start her two years in
Africa turned out to be very worthwhile.
In her second year she won a scholarship
to study the differences in education between East Africa and Zambia. This took
her on a grand tour around Kenya,
Uganda, and Tanganyika (now Tanzania) and her fondest memories are of the
small country schools, often run by nuns,
'where it wasn't unusual to discuss education over a bottle of altar wine.'
Coming back to England however was
a sobering experience. 'I was utterly dissillusioned' she remembers. 'In Zambia I
had been paid a good salary and given a
house so I returned thinking I was the
"bees knees". But people in England told
me experience abroad was useless and it
seemed they were right.'
Elizabeth went back to the college of
her student days in Leicester, this time as a

A room at the top for Elizabeth Murphy,
overlooking the city of Birmingham.

cookery lecturer. 'But the education
hadn't changed since the time I studied
there.'
Ambition led her to look for a better job
in a college where the methods were more
progressive and she was appointed senior
lecturer at Sheffield Polytechnic. 'This was
my first opportunity to train home economists for industry, rather than for
schools, she explains 'and I thoroughly
enjoyed it.'
But she was still not quite at the top,
and she made up her mind to become a
head of department. She has been ruling
over the domestic arts department at
Birmingham College for seven years now
and her ideas have had their effect by
helping to produce some of the top students in the country.

Away from it all
Her involvement with Sainsbury's
came not long after she moved to Birmingham. 'It was all Cynthia Gillett's fault'
she recalls. 'We were on a course together
in Bristol and she put my name forward.'
Elizabeth now looks after a large section
of the Midlands area for JS.
With such a hectic life Elizabeth likes to
'get away from it all' in her spare time. She
goes sailing in North Wales on a friends
boat because: 'It's so peaceful with no
engine and just the boat cutting silently
through the water.' She also loves classical
music and used to sing with the Royal
Choral Society under Sir Malcolm Sargent. 'But I've given that up as I don't
think one should go on to the bitter end.'
If she can't get away Elizabeth can
always lift her spirits by looking out from
her office window over her marvellous
view from the top. Q

. . . hardwork but worth it
CERTIFICATES OF ACHIEVEMENT
as hard won as jungle trophies line the
walls of JS counsellor Cynthia Gillett's
study at her home in Bexleyheath, Kent.
At 15 she left school unqualified, with no
idea of what she wanted, or could expect,
out of life. Today, a dynamic woman in
her forties, she is at the top of her chosen
tree—home economics.
She has two careers. One is in the world
of education, the other in the world of
commerce. Both are concerned with the
part home economics, and related subjects, can play in improving 'the quality of
life' with special emphasis on the problems of youngsters with learning difficulties, and living and teaching in a multiracial community.
Her curriculum vitae runs to several
pages. As would her work as an author,
journalist, as an English mother to a
number of oriental children, her appearances behind and in front of the TV
camera, and her involvement with the
Association of Home Economists—to list
but half. One of the most satisfying educational appointments she has held is as the
ILEA's, and the country's, first advisory
tutor for home economics in nonvocational and community education. 'I
was very lucky and very honoured to be
chosen for the post' says Cynthia.
But luck had little to do with it. The post
was created following the work she had
done while at London University gaining
a diploma in education, with special reference to home economics.
'When my contract as advisory tutor
ran out last year I did not re-apply. I
wanted to be able to devote more time to
my other commitments. For instance, I
really enjoy my work as a JS counsellor. It

Certificate hunter Cynthia Gillett with a few of her academic 'trophies'.
Jack and Cynthia met through their
is an excellent way of bringing the cominvolvement with the Scout and Guide
munity together.'
One of Cynthia's special interests are movements. They married in 1956. Cynimmigrant families, particularly where the thia is a regular contributor to The Browparents do not speak English, and the nie and Today's Guide.
difficulties they face. And as her counsellHome for the Gilletts is a Victorian
ing patch, London and Essex, has a terraced house. 'We have a 20-year plan
relatively high immigrant population she for it' says Cynthia 'which we are halfhas a ready audience.
way through.' They are not modernising it
'Some of them have never tasted dairy but restoring it to its former Victorian
produce, or many of the things that we splendour.
take for granted. Through my talks I can
'Jack has done a lot of research and is
introduce them to new foods. I hand out replacing all the woodwork, door
lots of samples—from then on most of knobs—everything just as it was—and he
them are hooked on Sainsbury's.'
is doing all the work himself.'
Helping people to live in a multi-racial
For her part Cynthia is growing aspidcommunity without destroying their own istras and agapanthus. With son Simon
ethnic identity is perhaps Cynthia's most she braves the rigours of Victorian rubimportant campaign: It is one that has bish dumps and there are now regimented
taken her to international conferences families of every conceivable type of colabroad; and has seen her as a vital member lectable pot, jar and bottle, in every corner
of numerous committees.
of the Gilletts' home.
Cynthia's life is punctuated with meeting the right people, giving her the right
advice at the right time. 'I began my career
Family pride
in home economics because my landlady
Cynthia and her husband Jack are then, I was about 17, suggested I do a
Londoners. 'We are both self-made, and cookery course. I got my first home
are avid "certificate hunters" and very economics job, with the Electricity Board,
because of a man I met on a train, whose
proud of each other's achievements.'
Jack is a national authority on glass sister was a home economist. I got my
fibre and is as well qualified in his, and scholarship to London University on the
relatedfields,as Cynthia is in hers. Their advice of an ILEA staff inspector. In fact
two children, Simon aged 15 and Joyce all my life I have been lucky in the people I
aged 18, have also begun to 'certificate- have met and the advice they have given
hunt' on their own account. They are well me—it's worked out unbelievably well.'
on the way to clearing the board in the
Cynthia'sfirstjob was at Woolworth's.
A keen gardener, Cynthia is proud of the Scout and Guide world, with the Duke of A few days after she started she was
ancientfigtree in her garden and the wine Edinburgh Gold almost in the bag for promoted from fertilisers to ice cream.
Joyce.
She hasn't looked back since. O
the family make from its fruit.
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JS bakeware
comes clean

From the top:
Sandwich pan
7in/178mm(59p)
Flan pan 8in/203mm (87p)
Sandwich pan 8in/203mm (66p)
4 cup yorkshire pudding tray (80p)
Round cake pan 7in/178mm (70p)
12 cup tart tray (87p)
Pie plate 9in/229mm (64p)
Square cake pan 7in/178mm (93p)
Baking sheet 12in/305mm x 9in/229mm (89p)
Round cake pan 8in/203mm (90p)
12 cup bun tray (87p)
Swiss roll tray 13in/330mm (90p)
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Hot from the presses, literally, we introduce JS's new range of bakeware. It goes on sale at about
60 branches in the middle of October and is the first range of hardware lines to be given the ownlabel stamp of approval.
As even traditional cooks are not ones to look a technological gift horse in the mouth, the 12
items in the range have a high quality non-stick finish.
All of which got us wondering just how is a 12-cup tart tray made? And just how is the nonstick made to stick to the tin in the first place?
We found out how by visiting the factory where the new JS bakeware range is made.
TWO REVOLUTIONS had to take place
before today's non-stick bakeware could
be made. The industrial revolution in the
eighteenth century and the technological
revolution in the twentieth century.
The development of power-driven
machines made it possible to manufacture
metal bakeware more easily and cheaply
than ever before, while one of the spinoffs from man's quest to reach the moon
was a non-stick finish that was found to be
as effective when sprayed on the inside of a
cake tin as it was on the outside of a
spacecraft.
At the holloware factory that makes the
JS range, these two revolutions came
together in a happy marriage of grandfather presses and electronic whizz-kid.
(Holloware is the collective name for
bakeware, cookware, and things like
kettles.)
The many different shaped tins and
trays that modern cooks take for granted
start life as flat sheets of steel tinplate.
Huge presses, rumbling majestically,
force the sheets, which have been cut
roughly to the required size, over metal
moulds to form the basic shape of the
individual items of bakewear.
Smaller presses 'clip' or trim the edges
down to the correct size. Slightly smaller,
sweeter voiced presses curl the cut edges to
make them smooth and safe. In the trade
they call this last step 'beading'.

Well-kept secret
Here the link with the industrial
revolution ends and twentieth century
technology begins. Bakeware that is to be
given a non-stick finish must first be given
a chemical sauna bath to remove every
trace of grease.
De-greased and pristine the bakeware
next takes a ride on an electronically
controlled carousel. Individual items are
made to spin around and past a carefully
monitored spray gun that sends out a jetspray of liquid non-stick that forms an
even coating on the inside of the tins.
Non-stick is a bit like Coca Cola. Few, if
any, other companies have been able to
match the real thing. The real thing as far
as non-stick is concerned is Teflon, made
by Du Pont.
In 1938 Du Pont discovered a new
plastic—polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE
for short) which they registered under the
name of Teflon. It wasfirstused in aircraft
construction, space rockets and other
related specialised fields. (PTFE was
used in the moonlanding suit.)
Teflon was first used for cooking utencontinued >
Top left: JS non-stick bakeware starts life
as sheets of shining steel timplate. Left: Cut
to size, the sheets are formed into the basic
shape by a powerful, efficient grandaddy of
a press.
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'Up until now the hardware department
has been dominated by proprietary
brands. The introduction of an own-label
non-stick bakeware range is a major
departure for us' says JS hardware buyer
Geoff Brady (left). 'There have been
individual own-label hardware lines but
this is the first complete range.'
The non-stick finish specified by JS is
probably the best on the market. If the
recommendations printed on the back of
the 'header' card are followed the nonstickability should be long-lived. Although
theAurability of non-stick is being
improved all the time, it is not everlasting.
However, at under £1 an item most cooks
like to start afresh every couple of years
with a brand new set of shining bakeware.

>continued
sils around 1960. It came to Britain, from
America, in 1966. How Teflon is made
and what it is made of is a jealously
guarded secret.
JS own-label bakeware is coated with
Teflon 2. Du Pont are continually experimenting to improve the durability and
non-stickability of Teflon, and Teflon 2 is
the result of their latest R & D programme.
Teflon is also very expensive. How it is
applied is important. At the factory where
the JS range is made they take great care to
follow to the letter the recommendations
laid down by Du Pont.
Glistening with a coating of black nonstick the bakeware is ready to go on a 40
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minute journey through a special tunnel
oven that 'cures' or bakes the coating to
the tinplate. The oven is kept at a steady
230°C.
Still warm from the oven, the bakeware
is inspected for faults, and if perfect it is
packed in individual plastic bags. A JS
'header' card is used to seal the bag and the
manufacturing cycle is complete.
Every item in the JS non-stick bakeware
range costs under £1, and as we found out
you get a helluva lot of interesting industrial technology for your money. O
Left: Trimmed and curled finished tart
trays line up for their chemical sauna.
Below: De-greased and pristine the bakeware is ready to get its Teflon coating.

Above: A circular tour on the non-stick
spraying unit leaves the tin with a glossy
black coating of Teflon on the insidesurface.
Below: Forty minutes later they emerge
from the oven, their non-stickability firmly
adhered.

Right: A close up of the spray gun. The
spray is carefully monitored and controlled.
Too much or too little impairs the durability of the finish. Below right: Warm from
the oven the trays are inspected and packed
in individual plastic bags.
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Des is one of the top ten drivers of the year
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 11 was a big
day for Buntingford driver Des Matthews
as he competed in the nationalfinalsof the
Lorry Driver of the Year competition in
Nuneaton. Driving a 15 metre flat articulated lorry from the JS fleet, Des and
Buntingford depot transport manager

Rod Gordon reached Nuneaton at 7.40
am, in time for thefirstofa gruelling series
of tests.
To begin with he had to drive for 15
miles along a predetermined road route at
24 mph, being watched the whole time for
mistakes which would earn him penalty

points. Needless to say, Des drove beautifully and cleared the first hurdle with a
clean sheet, but things became a little more
difficult for him over the next two sections.
At the army camp which was playing
host to the competition there followed a
very stiff written test on the highway code
arid the legal responsibilities of a driver.
Twenty questions, each with a selection of
answers to choose from, in ten minutes
required a considerable amount of homework. 'All the answers are reasonable'
said Des 'but there's only one which is
right'.
Then it was back into the cab for a series
of four tricky manoeuvering tests where
the difference between success and failure
was often as little as half an inch. Once
again Des drove creditably, the wrinkles
picked up in previous contests standing
him in good stead.
'All the drivers wear boots exactly one
foot long as this helps when you're judging
distances', says Des, but there are other
tricks of the trade which cannot be revealed here in case a rival driver learns
something to his advantage!
Unfortunately Des finished in tenth
place in his class with a total of 72 penalty
points, the winner having 32. The worst
score was about 280, but as Des points
out, 'You couldn't say there was a single
bad driver out there, after all they all won
their heats!'
Des's progress began back in March
with the arrival of the year's fixture list. He
and Rod Gordon then visited an early
Des Matthews (left) and Rod Gordon are more determined than ever to make it right to the heat to assess the kind of competition and
top next year.
tests they would have to face. Training
followed, mainly on Sundays and in spare
moments, the whole depot working hard
to give Des his shot at the top. As Rod says:
'all the blokes work hard, and it's a real
team effort to get someone in the final.'
Other companies tend to invest a great
deal of time and money in training and
back up, but JS drivers, Des in particular,
rely on their superior ability and the
efforts
of their mates to see them through.
WEST BROMWICH ISN'T BY THE
All
the
more credit then to Des for his
SEA, but student employee Mark Warner
achievement in reaching the top ten in his
managed to pull off a remarkable lifeclass. Our hopes are high for next year!
saving feat this summer. Whilst on holiday with his family in Tenby, West Wales,
17-year-old Mark rescued a swimmer
from seas described by the local press as
being 'heavy'. Messing about in a rubber
dinghy with his brother, Mark spotted
two swimmers waving to the shore.
Regarding this as no more than high
OIL-RICH ARABS, those free-spending
spirits, he continued rowing, and it wasn't
connoisseurs of the British high life, aluntil he saw some anglers on the rocky
most foiled SSA plans for an ultra-swish
coast pointing to a lone swimmer that he
Christmas celebration. Upper Court, a
realised that something was amiss.
40-room mansion in Surrey and the forOne of the original pair had swum to the
mer home of Lloyd George, had been
shore for help, but Mark was on the spot
selected by the SSA at Blackfriars as the
and had no hesitation in leaping into the
venue for this year's seasonal party festichilly water with the oar from the dinghy
vities, but the long-standing booking had
and swimming 75 yards to the resue. With
to be cancelled following a i2\ million
the drowning youth in tow he then swam
deal concluded by a syndicate of Arabs.
200 yards to the shore and safety. His only
They plan to convert the mansion into a
thought? 'Howcold it was!'
Mark, studying for his A-levels at a casino for their wealthy compatriots who
His troubles were not over however, local school, is a member of two lifesaving apparently find parking near London's
because his brother in the oarless dinghy groups, and his heroic action this August famous nightspots a bit of a chore. The
had drifted out to sea, and he was forced to has earned him a mention to the Royal SSA has managed to rearrange the event
swim back with the oar and paddle back to Humane Society. Let's hope they reward and book the equally plush Press Centre
the land.
his courage with a medal.
just off Fleet Street.

Mark's heroic
supersave

Oil-slickers!
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Richard's sights are set on success

AIMING FOR a successful career in JS is
22-year-old Richard Gardiner, the newest
PA at Blackfriars. Richard has been personal assistant to director Joe Barnes for
just three months but he is already a useful
member of the head office team.
Being PA to a director is not an easy job.
When Richard visits a branch with his
boss, usually on Tuesdays, his smooth,
unruffled exterior hides a lot of plain hard
work.
Every query or problem arising at the
branch has to be investigated either on the
spot, or later back at the office. If Richard
isn't able to sort it out himself then he must
report back all the facts so that someone
else is able to decide what action to take.
Even before a branch visit Richard has
to spend some time researching detailed
information about each store for his boss
to read in advance. He is responsible for
keeping all this branch information up to
date. Other aspects of his work are less
easy to list since as he says: 'It just depends
on the day, you never know what will
come up next, but you're basically there to
lighten the workload of your director in
any way you can.'

Moment of decision
Richard became PA to Les Westcott,
AGM at Woking area office, when he was
20. He. had joined JS as an 'A' level
management trainee at Feltham branch.
'It was a choice between continuing my
studies or going out into the big wide
world', he says.
He completed his training course in
only eleven months and became an assistant manager. 'I was still very young and I
really enjoyed the responsibility, especially the sense of achievement after
supervising a good evening shift and being
praised the next day by the manager.'

After Feltham he went on to become a
training specialist at Woking area office. It
wasn't long before his abilities were noticed and he was appointed Mr Westcott's
PA.
' Life as a PA was a complete change' he
remembers. 'I had to get up earlier, learn
the office routine, systems andfiles,I had to
meet senior managers, directors and the
chairman, and of course I had to drive a
much more powerful car.' Before his new
job Richard had been driving a 'beaten up
old Mini', but as a PA he would have to
drive more than 30,000 miles a year.
Richard joined the head office staff in
June and finds his life as different again.
He says: 'In the area office I felt rather like
a one man band, but now with other PAs
around me all the time I'm getting used to
the feeling of being part of a well-oiled
team.'
To be a good PA takes a mixture of
qualities which Richard thinks must include: 'Efficiency, flexibility, smartness
and a good education. You must be the
sort of person who can take criticism and
not worry if you're shouted at just because
you're the first person in sight.' Richard
remembers an occasion when he needed
all of those qualities and more to cover his
embarrassment after he drove the chairman round in circles looking for the site of
a new store in Southampton.
Although to be chosen as a PA is
difficult it can be a great way to learn the
intricacies of JS. Says Richard: 'You learn
how each department functions very
quickly, and not only that, being a PA has
given me much more self-confidence. A
few years ago I would have gone into a
dead faint if I'd had to talk to the chairman!'
When Richardfinisheshis stint with Mr
Barnes he expects to go back to branch
management where he will be on the

Above: Down at Bookham Rifle Club
Richardfindsconcentration on the target
his best way of relaxing.

receiving end rather than in the thick of
the decision making. He admits: 'It will
take some readjusting though being an
ambitious person I'll try to keep my eye on
my targets.'
In the meantime he practises his aim
down at Bookham Rifle Club near
Leatherhead where he goes target shooting every weekend. 'It's very relaxing' he
says. 'You just lie down and concentrate
on the target and everything else is forgotten.'
It's an appropriate hobby for a young
man who has already set his sights on
success. O
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Your letters
Letters are welcome and should be
addressed to the editor.

Money isn't everything?
From: Henry Arrowsmith, J S veteran,
Bristol
Regarding the complaint from Mr Moloney about his unfair pay scale (see September issue) I would like to draw his
attention to the following story:
A man was out for a walk when he came
upon a large building site. He observed
three stonemasons all busily working at
the same task. He asked the same question of each of the three stonemasons in
turn.
'Would you tell me what you are
doing?'
The first mason curtly replied: 'I am
earning my living.'
The second craftsman said with pride:
'I am cutting stone.'
The third stonemason smiled and replied: 'I am building a cathedral.'
Mr Molony may regard his work just as a
means of earning a living. He may even
think he is performing a service to the
public. But if he could regard his endeavours as building a business he will get
better job satisfaction immediately; greater
financial reward later; and ultimately complete happiness in his career—which is far
better than worrying about a piddling
financial demarcation now.

New Maiden readers
start here . . .
From: The staff at New Maiden branch
We feel we must bring to your notice the
disappointment of staff at New Maiden
branch. We have never had a mention in
the JS Journal.
We all read the Journal every month
and find it most interesting and humorous
but we feel left out as our branch is never
mentioned.
Along with Kingston and Surbiton
branch we raised money for a children's
jubilee party, which went very well and
everyone enjoyed themselves. Still we
didn't get a mention.
So please give New Maiden a little
mention, we're such a happy crowd.
Come on JS Journal and print this
just for us
We need a little encouragement
And then we'll stop making all this
fuss!
Nothing could be easier. Now it's over to
you New Maiden. We are only too deligh ted
to publish as much news about what's
happening around the company as we can.
The more JS locations we can cram into an
issue the better. Next time you think your
branch is involved in something that you
think is worth 'a mention' let us know, and
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we'll be there pencils sharpened and notebooks at the ready. Editor
(Sorry about the party—we '11 definitely get
New Maiden on the front page for the
golden jubilee. That's a promise.)

some positive action being taken.
The Ford Fiesta is a move in the right
direction, but I have heard that they will
only be replacing Mini saloons and not the
Clubman estates. The load capacity of the
Fiesta is no worse than the Clubman, so
please sir, can we have Fiestas too?
Fringe benefit
In my original letter, I said the brakes
were even worse when the vehicle is fully
laden. By fully laden, I mean the maxFrom: J Walsh, Blackfriars
Why doesn't JS have a resident hair- imum permitted load of four adults, plus
dresser at head office? I know many other luggage, which cannot possibly be untop companies who have adopted this idea evenly distributed within the confines of a
and it works marvellously. All JS needs to Mini.
Regarding the brakes, I quote from
do is provide a small room with running
water, and the hairdresser will provide the 'Motorway Which' volume 14 1975—
Mini road test:
rest.
"The brake drums, on all wheels,
The advantages to staff would be tremendous. Both men and women could needed a heavy shove and even then they
benefit and having the service on the spot couldn't slow the car down quickly.'
Since 1975, the engine capacity of the
would make it possible to have a hairdo in
Mini Clubman has been increased from
one's lunchtime.
The main advantage is the price. The lOOOcc to 1 lOOcc, with no modification to
hairdresser is able to keep costs to a the brakes.
Are these gentlemen suggesting that the
minimum by having the security of a high
single circuit system of the Mini can
turnover of clients and no rent to pay.
So come on JS. We could soon be the possibiy be as safe as the dual circuit
smartest head office in the country. After servo-assisted disc brakes found in most
all, we know we get it straight from modern cars, even in the basic Ford
Fiesta?
Sainsbury's but we'd like it curly too.
For a man of Mr Henderson's unE P Calvert Lee, manager, employee ser- doubted experience to say that harsh
motorway braking is always caused by a
vices, replies:
No doubt you will raise your eyebrows in lack of concentration I find very surprissurprise to learn that provision of a hair- ing. I have found it is mostly caused by an
dressing salon at head office has already alert reaction to a hazard ahead.
Mr Henderson also claims that I bebeen brought up for active consideration,
but we need to know more, about the salon grudge our lorry drivers their cloth seats.
said to be opening in the King's Reach This is not true. I think they should have
development and many other points have to every luxury. However, bearing in mind
be raised and answered before a decision that most company car drivers have to do
can be made. These are early days to give a day's work, in addition to their long
journeys, I feel that we should have the
you any further news.
We should certainly want a unisex estab- same treatment.
lishment giving a first class service, but the
price charged in a self-supporting operation
may make the ladies as well as the men Tales of old . . .
bristle.
From: C W Turner, J S veteran
Your request for 'retail superstitions', in
The Mini—lap two
response to my letter (see April issue)
about not accepting crowns at the branches, seems to have drawn a blank. As this
From: P L Conlon, display specialist
I would like to thank Dick Hill and Ralph subject has limited scope perhaps a more
Henderson for their replies to my letter interesting topic would be 'bygones'.
(see August issue) about the company's
Many branches in the olddays had their
fleet of Mini cars. Both reject the fact
own peculiar experiences applicable only
that the Mini is unsafe for the purpose for to their own area. The two main varsity
which it is being used by JS employees. I
towns, Cambridge and Oxford, must head
therefore feel that it is necessary for me to the list. My own time at Cambridge is full
make clear certain points and to challenge
of strange incidents, peculiar only to that
their replies.
branch. To retell them through the Journal would be of interest to veterans and
Firstly, it was suggested that I may
present staff alike.
cause unnecessary worry to those of our
staff who use Minis. I am sure that most of
these people have often been worried
/ am sure you are right Mr Turner, there
about their cars, without the aid of my must be a fund of such stories throughout
letter. The intention was to induce a little
the company. How about one from you, to
concern at director level, in the hope of
start the ball rolling ? Editor

Polyester is everyone's choice
LOTS OF YOU made the most of
this last chance to get your JS
overall design ideas published in
the Journal, and to win a £1 JSgift
token.
We have passed all your ideas on
to the retail personnel department
at head office for them to evaluate
and see if any of them can be put
into practice. A number of the ideas
they tell us have already been tried
in the past.
Zips for instance, were rejected
sometime back as they didn't wash
well and were easily broken.
Replacing a zip is a lot harder than
sewing on a button.
The cost also has to be taken into
account. The number of overalls
supplied throughout the company
during the year runs into many
thousands.
One or two of the colours put
forward are the same as those worn
by other retail organisations. And
believe it or not, brown, the most
popular colour used in your
designs, got the thumbs down
from staff a few years ago. Which
only goes to prove you really can't
please all of the people any of the
time.
Nevertheless a number of very
good ideas have emerged. Our
favourite is the button-on apron.
(See September issue.) It's got a
JS touch of style that we
particularly like. And it seemed a
practical way of keeping clean.
Our thanks to everyone who sent
us their ideas and illustrations.

Stripes are nice

Zap with zip
From: Mrs D Van Put, cashier, Ballards
Lane branch
Plain and simple in coffee 'n' cream or
maybe two tone blue.
In polyester cotton and with a zip
would be something new.
No pleats or gathers just a slight flare,
a simple dress that all sizes can share.
A soft round collar and a nice neat cuff.
It shouldn't take up too much stuff.
A pencil pocket and what's more
a super look for a superstore.

Cool and uncluttered

From: Mrs Carol Orme, Derby branch
My suggestion for a new overall design is
pink polyester, with a pleat at the front in
pink and white stripes, the stripes to be
repeated on the collar and cuffs. A long zip
at the back, making the overall a step-in
type, I think makes the design very easy
and smart to wear. The colour is one that
always looks clean and fresh.

From: Mrs Rhoda Holliday, Burton-onTrent
I agree with many of the suggestions made
so far regarding staff overalls. The material should be something that does not
hold the heat. I work in the evenings and
the shop gets pretty hot when it is closed.
My own design idea is for a mandarin
collar that stands away from the neck.
Long or short sleeves, with Velcro fastening down the front. Brown and fawn
check, would seem to be colours that suit
most people.

Chinese style

Overheating
From: Anne Bradley, housekeeper, Rugby
branch
Heartfelt thanks to Mrs Cook, BPO at
Doncaster for spotlighting the unenviable
plight of the overheated canteen workers.
(See September letters.)
Currently be-garbed in nylon, we plead
for cool, thin cotton overalls, shortsleeved and, preferably button-through.

Sally Supermarket!
ALL IN THE FAMILY? Watford
branch has its very own 'Miss Sainsbury'
in the shapely form of 17-year-old Sally
Sainsbury. Young Sally, pictured right,
is studying to become a medical secretary
and since joining the branch in January
has worked in the office, on the shop-floor
and in the canteen. She lives in Berkhampstead, and travels to Watford after college
because as she says 'the job pays well';
although she has had to put up with a
certain amount of ribbing from her
colleagues—being nicknamed 'Miss
Waitrose', 'Miss Tesco' and inexplicably
(to us at least) 'Sixpenny Salad.'
She lists dancing and badminton
amongst her favourite pastimes and she is
an avid reader of horror stories—
including one suspects 'Beauty and the
Beast'! She claims to be no relation of the
famous Sainsburys. (despite the fact that
her father's name is John!).

ORANGE PIPING and a mandarin collar are the design idea of Mrs Edwina
Ware, a chief cashier at Purley.
Mrs Ware says a high neckline 'hides
untidy necks' and three-quarter length
sleeves would make 'rolling them up'
unnecessary. •
The main colour to be chocolate brown,
with orange details or as an alternative she
suggests French navy and emerald green.
The material could be a lightweight
cotton/polyester.
For chief cashiers and display assistants
she suggests a vee-necked pinafore dress
(again in polyester/cotton) worn with a
blouse in summer and a sweater in the
winter.
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People pages
Appointments
Frank Gandy, formerly senior engineer,
clerk of works, Clapham has been appointed acting maintenance manager at
SavaCentre, Washington.
P A White, formerly depot security
advisor, distribution division, Basingstoke
has been appointed loss prevention manager, distribution division.

Long service
Jim Brumwell, electrical supervisor, Woking area office, celebrated 40 years with JS
on July 12.
Mr Brumwell started with JS at Running Horses Yard and was responsible for
servicing a chaff-cutting machine. He then
became an installation and maintenance
electrician and worked in numerous branches.
After national service with the army in
the Middle East, he took up his former
position with the company and later
became a site engineer for new branches.
Before the area offices were reorganised
and subsequently taking up his present
position approximately seven years ago,
Mr Brumwell was electrical supervisor at
Kingston area office.
Fred Addicott, area meat specialist, Coventry area office, celebrated 40 years with
JS on September 27.
Mr Addicott started with JS as a learner
butcher at High Barnet. After six years'
national service as a sergeant major in the
army in Germany and Holland, he rejoined JS as head butcher at East
Finchley, later working at Muswell Hill
and 21 Watford.
In 1962 he was appointed meat manager at Rugby, a position he also held at
Woverhampton and Coventry.
Before taking up his present position in
1973, he was district meat manager.
Charlie Parker, systems analyst, data
processing, Streatham, celebrated 40
years with the company on September 22.
Mr Parker started as a debit clerk in the
retail sales office transferring one year
later to the sales office, Blackfriars. After
six years' national service in the RAF in
Egypt and Italy, he rejoined JS's sales
office as a contact clerk.
In 1968 he joined the data processing
department and one year later took up his
present position.
Wally Howell, branch liason officer,
Basingstoke depot, celebrated 40 years
with the company on September 27.
Mr Howell started with JS as a salesman at Marylebone branch. After national service with the Royal Artillery in
Madagascar, India and Burma, he re-
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joined JS's 168 Streatham branch.
Due to ill health Mr Howell transferred
to the motor engineers department and
later the branch stock office. He took up
his present position in 1965.
Bert Imbert, driver, Basingstoke depot,
celebrated 40 years with JS on September
20.
Mr Imbert started at Islington branch
as a porter. National service with the army
in Burma followed, after which he rejoined JS working in the warehouse at
Blackfriars.
Mr Imbert has beeen a driver for the
past 30 years.
John Cook, warehouse manager, Dorking, celebrated 40 years with JS on September 13.
Mr Cook started as a delivery boy at
Dorking branch in 1937, and held various
posts within the branch including butcher
and salesman.
After nearly five years' national service
with the navy, he rejoined Dorking branch
as a senior salesman. He was then appointed assistant manager and transferred to
Leatherhead, later returning to Dorking
as manager. When the branch closed Mr
Cook went to Brighton for self service
training. Before taking up his job at
Dorking Mr Cook was employed at
Guildford for two years.
Fred Stewart, provisions manager,
Hove, celebrated 40 years with JS on
August 18.
Mr Stewart started at 55 Brighton as an
egg boy. Two years later he joined the
RAF as a flight sergeant stationed in
Australia. After completing his national
service, he rejoined JS's 271 Leytonstone
branch as a salesman, a position he also
maintained at 24 Brighton in 1950.
In 1969, Mr Stewart was promoted to a
leading salesman at 3 Hove, and later to
provisions manager.
Les Bateman, administration manager,
architects department, Clapham, celebrated 40 years with the company on
September 13.
Mr Bateman started with JS as a cost
clerk in the works department. National
service followed, and he was a clerk in the
army working from the war office at
Whitehall and later Burma.
Upon returning to JS he resumed his
former position as a cost clerk, later
working as an administration assistant
and maintenance supervisor, transferring
to the architects department in 1957 as PA
to the department manager. Before taking
up his present position Mr Bateman was a
technical administrator.
Ron Long, senior skilled tradesman,
Addiscombe, celebrated 40 years with the
company on September 20.
Starting as a salesman at 9-11 Croydon,
he then worked at Purley, 68 Church
Street and Burnt Oak.

After national service with the First
Royal Artillery in the Western Desert and
Italy he returned to JS as a salesman at 122
George Street.
Before his present post Mr Long was
employed at Sydenham.
Neil Shakespeare, deputy manager,
Shirley, celebrated 25 years with JS on
August 11.
Mr Shakespeare started as a trainee at
193 Catford. After two years' national
service with the army he rejoined JS as a
tradesman at West Wickham; later working in various branches including Bitterne
and Portsmouth.
Before taking up his present position,
Mr Shakespeare was deputy manager at
Southampton until its closure.
Keith Curtis, senior manager, distribution division, Blackfriars, celebrated 25
years with the company on September 8.
Mr Curtis started with JS as a management trainee and subsequently worked in
various departments.
In 1953 he was appointed assistant to
Steve Cody (now retired) who was then
the warehouse and transport manager.
When, in 1960, Buntingford depot was
set up in a former RAOC depot, Mr Curtis
was appointed depot manager. During the
demolition and rebuilding of the depot he
carried out his duties from a new building
situated in Hoddesdon depot and in 1967
opened the new enlarged Buntingford
depot.
It was in 1971 that he took up his
present position. Mr Curtis was at one
time also responsible for the security and
safety in the distribution division.
Bill Hampshire, assistant manager,
Central Croydon, celebrated 25 years with
JS on August 19.
Mr Hampshire started at 12/16 Kingsland as a poultry man, later working at
Drury Lane.
He then became an assistant manager
working in several branches including
Hoxton and Hackney.
Before taking up his present position
approximately two years ago, Mr Hampshire was assistant manager at Drury
Lane until its closure.
Dave Richmond-Cole, manager, Christchurch, celebrated 25 years with the company on September 15.
Mr Richmond-Cole started with JS as a
counter assistant at Boscombe, later
working at Bournemouth, Westbourne
and Southbourne.
In 1963 he was appointed assistant
manager at Southampton and three years
later deputy manager at Bitterne.
Before taking up his present position in
May of this year, he was manager at
Southampton and Shirley.
Frank Priestley, produce manager,
continued >
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Winton, celebrated 25 years with JS on
September 30.
Mr
Priestley
started
as
a
porter/pqullerer at Bournemouth, later
working at 146 Christchurch Road. In
1952 was promoted to butcher, a position
he also held at Southbourne.
In 1973 Mr Priestley transferred to
Winton.
Brian Waddel, manager, internal audit
department, Streatham, celebrated 25
years with the company on September 1.
Mr Waddell started as a junior commercial trainee at Blackfriars. Following
two years' national service with the RAF,
he rejoined JS Blackfriars and dealt with
maintenance accounts and factory costings.
From 1961 to 1971 he was employed in
the computer department as a programmer and systems analyst.
Before taking up his present position in
1972, Mr Waddell was assistant manager
of systems planning and company systems
consultant.
Derek West, receipts clerk, nonperishable warehouse, Charlton depot,
celebrated 25 years with the company on
September 1.
Mr West started as a trainee at Blackfriars. After two years' national service he
rejoined JS at Blackfriars on the clerical
side of operations. He then transferred to
thedepot stock department and later went
to Streatham when the department
moved.
Before taking up his present position,
when Charlton depot opened, Mr West
worked in the costings office in the factory
at Blackfriars.
Charlie King, non-perishable receipts
clerk, Charlton depot, celebrated 25 years
with the company on August 27.
Mr King started at Union Street as a
bacon stovesman, later becoming a meat
checker.
In 1970 Mr King took up his present
position.
Laurie Blackmore, supervisor, nonperishable warehouse, Buntingford depot, celebrated 25 years with JS on September 16.
Mr Blackmore started with the company after completing 12 years with the
navy. His first position was as a trainee
butcher at Blackfriars. He was later appointed chargehand of by-products, a
position he also held in the meat receiving
bank.
In 1967. Mr Blackmore transferred to
Buntingford as a foreman and five years
later took up his present position.
Peter Marsden, district manager, Romford area office celebrated 25 years with JS
on June 30.
After completing his national service
Mr Marsden joined JS as a salesman at
West Kensington, and several years later
was appointed assistant manager at Richmond, later working at Stockwell.
Mr Marsden was then appointed produce supervisor for the Essex area, a job he
did for approximately five years.
After four months re-training in various branches Mr Marsden became deputy
manager at Debden, later working in the
new Debden store. In 1970 he was promoted to manager of the old Kingsland
branch, transferring to the new supermarket in Kingsland when it opened in
1972.

Before taking up his present position in
1975 Mr Marsden was manager of Wood
Green.
Michael Botwright, manager, Wood
Green, celebrated 25 years with JS on
September 1.
Mr Botwright joined the company after
leaving school, working as a junior salesman at Ipswich. Two years' national service followed in the RAF, after which he
rejoined Ipswich branch as a salesman,
transferring to Basildon and later being
appointed deputy manager of the branch.
Before his present position Mr Botwright was manager at Hoddesdon
branch.
George Sims, painter and decorator,
branch engineers, Bromley area office,
celebrated 25 years with JS on September
22.
Before transferring to Bromley area
office Mr Sims was a painter and decorator in the works department based at
Blackfriars.

Retirements
Vera Birchby joined JS to help out over the
Christmas trading period, i only intended
to stay about a month' she says. On
September 16 Vera retired after not one
month but 31 years with JS.
'My daughter had not long started
school and I was looking for a part-time
job over the holiday period.' She got a job
as a sales assistant at her local Sainsbury's
in St Albans Road, Watford.
Vera stayed at St Albans Road for 23
years. When it closed she transferred to
the branch in the High Street; when that
closed she moved to the new JS supermarket in Queens Road.
During her 31 years with the company
Vera has also worked as a butcher and she
spent 15 years in the poultry department.
'I used to enjoy boning out meat and
bacon and preparing poultry, it took
skill.'
Retirement for Vera sees the start of a
new life. She is moving into a selfcontained flat in her daughter's house and
is busily collecting things for her new
home.
Mary Pratt, daily housekeeper, Bath,
retired on September 17, after 12 years
withJS.
Mrs Pratt started with JS as a
packer/weigher; later becoming a housekeeper. She has assisted in training numerous daily housekeepers and cooks.
It is rumoured that when director Peter
Snow (himself now retired) was in the area
he would always try and make a detour to
sample her excellent cooking.
Frederick Dormer, food technology
officer, Blackfriars, retired on August 20,
after nearly 29 years' service with JS.
Mr Dormer's first job at JS was as a
trainee butcher at Paddington. Following
two years' national service, as a wireless
operator with the RAF, he rejoined the
company and in 1964 became a head
butcher and worked in various branches,
including Kilburn and Ealing.
Before taking up his job at Blackfriars
Mr Dormer worked in the pork products
department and at one time the training
centre.
Mr Dormer has no immediate plans for

his retirement but hopes to be able to
spend more time fishing.
Joseph Sullivan, returns warehouse
operator, Basingstoke depot, retired on
September 16 after 22 years with the
company.
'Yossel' as he is known to his friends
and colleagues, joined JS at Blackfriars.
One of his first jobs was mixing the flour
for the pies.
After national service with the army in
Suez he rejoined JS as a senior checker in
the perishables department.
Before taking up his job in the returns
warehouse, Mr Sullivan was a warehouseman.
Tom Cranfleld retired on September 16
after 11 years with JS. At the time of his
retirement Mr Cranfield was security
manager, depot division, based at Blackfriars.
He joined JS following his retirement
from the police force, where he reached
the rank of superintendent, officer in
command of the Metropolitan Police
Cadet Corps Training School at Hendon.
(Before joining the police force he had a
varied and distinguished career in the
army.)
Mr Cranfield's first job at JS was chief
security officer, depot division. At the end
of his career his responsibilities included
HMP and Sainsbury-Spillers as well as all
the JS depots.
His leisure activities are as varied and
distinguished as his working career. In
1953 he took part in the Monte Carlo
Rally—finishing only nine seconds
behind the winner.
The following employees have also
retired. Length of service is shown in
brackets:
Mrs E Barrett (4 years)
Mrs R Brown (3 years)

Obituary
Richard Brown,' reserve head butcher,
Surbiton, died on July 12. He had been
with the company for 41 years.
Starting with JS as a trainee Mr Brown
subsequently worked in various branches
including Hythe, Folkestone and New
Maiden.
In 1970 he was appointed head butcher
at Weybridge and three years later became
reserve meat manager at Kingston, a
position he held until 1975.
Mr Brown had been in ill health for the
past three years.
Mr Brown leaves a wife, son and daughter.
Hugh O'Condell, operations planner,
Charlton depot, died on August 19 after a
long illness. He had been with the company for 10 years.
Mr O'Condell started with JS as a clerk
at Union Street depot, subsequently
transferring to Charlton depot. He
became an operations planner at the depot in 1972.
Mr O'Condell leaves a wife.
Phyllis Silver, sales assistant, Streatham
branch, died in hospital on June 2. She had
been suffering from a terminal illness and
prior to her death had been ill for the past
eighteen months. She had been with JS for
eight years.
Mrs Silver leaves a husband.
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Bromley is something special to Vera
THE CHEERFUL FACE of Vera Joyce
is rapidly becoming a familiar sight at JS's
Bromley branch. Every Friday she wheels
her trolley through the store doing her
weekly shopping.
But Mrs Joyce is no ordinary customer,
as the staff at Bromley were quick to
realise. Three years ago Mrs Joyce contracted multiple sclerosis and her mobility
was severely limited.
However, a couple of months ago she
obtained an invalid car and after a short
spell learning to drive, she began to resume a normal life. Shopping was again
possible and Mrs Joyce, a keen pricewatcher, was quick to discover the merits
of shopping the JS way.
Indeed she was so impressed with the
service at Bromley that she wrote the
following letter to manager John Pierce:
I would like to take this opportunity to say a
big thankyou to you and your staff for the
really efficient and helpful way that they
have cateredfor my shopping needs in your
branch.
Being disabled I appreciate the way your
staff go out of their way to obtain goods for
me. I should also like to thank one of your
under-managers for telling me the best
place to park my new invalid car near your
store and for getting one of your young men
to help pack and carry my shopping to my
three wheeler, and politely refusing a small
gratuity.
In these days of consumer complaints,
how nice to see and hear well-trained staff.
Thank you again, and please convey my
appreciation to all staff concerned.

Manager John Pierce and cashier Kim Clarke help Vera to load her shopping into her car.
Mrs Joyce loves to compare supermarkets, and when on holiday abroad will
often pop into JS's foreign counterparts to
see how they do it over there. But British is
best, and JS tops. As she says: 'The staff
are so smart and cheerful and the prices
always clearly marked. Everyone's so
kind.'

Gareth joins
the Journal
newshounds

Romance in the air

GARETH RENOWDEN joins the JS
Journal reporting team this month as an
assistant editor.
Gareth is 23. He was born in Cardiff but
spent his early childhood in the Outer and
Inner Hebrides. A couple of moves later
his family are now back in Cardiff. Gareth
however decided to come south and now
lives in Clapham.
He completed his education at Oxford
MARRIAGES ARE MADE in heaven and in Bishop's Stortford branch it seems. Daphne University and gained a degree in human
sciences. Before joining JS he edited a
Knight and Alan Piper are the tenth couple to have met at the branch and eventually
vocational guidance magazine for school
married.
Alan is an assistant manager and Daphne is a clerk at the store. It took Alan six months and college leavers.
to ask Daphne to go out with him and another six months before he proposed. But when he
A keen watcher and player of cricket, he
did it was in true romantic fashion, on his knees.
also likes taking photographs, brewing
Dressed in white chiffon and with a longflowingveil held in place with a circlet of flowers, and drinking his own beer; and ski-ing.
'When I can afford it.'
Daphne became Mrs Piper on August 13.
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Doug's teacake is all part of the service at Ipswich
-

. . .

.

CUSTOMERS at JS's Ipswich branch
can pick up a recipe for Irish fruit cake
along with their shopping basket, if the
man on the door is Doug Lambert.
Doug has worked as a customer serviceman at the branch for the past five
years and his recipe for Irish fruit cake—
the ingredients include half-a-pint of cold
tea—has proved a great success with staff
and customers alike.
T c a n t remember where I got ft from'
says Doug 'but it goes back years. I used to
enjoy doing a bit of baking in my younger
days. Now I leave all that sort of thing to
my wife.'
Why Irish fruit cake?
'The only reason I can think of is that
it's a very economical recipe. It doesn't use
eggs for instance. Also it keeps nice and
moist for a long time, so you don't have to
eat it straight away—even after it's been
cut' is Doug's explanation.
Doug is quite a favourite with customers and he always finds time for a chat
and to listen to their grumbles. 'Usually
about the price of food today' he adds.
When he-was ill in hospital recently—he
was born with a curvature of the spine—
many of them asked after him and sent
him get well cards.
'I've made so many friends working
here' says Doug 'I really enjoy life.'
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Doug
Lambert's
Irish Fruit Cake

Ingredients, follow either the imperial or
the metric weights.
4 oz (100 g) margarine
i pt (275 ml) cold strained tea
(medium strength)
3oz (85 g) currants
3oz (85 g) sultanas
2 oz (50 g) mixed peel
4oz (100 g) caster sugar
1 tablespoon golden syrup
9 oz (225 g) self-raising flour
1 level teaspoon bicarbonate of soda
pinch of salt
2 level teaspon mixed spice
\ level teaspoon ground cinnamon
1 oz (25 g) demerara sugar

'I really enjoy life' says Doug.

Mary makes everything better

Method
Before you start: Set oven at 350 degrees
and grease and line a seven inch cake tin.
1 Put margarine in saucepan with tea,
fruit, peel, sugar and syrup.
2 Stir over gentle heat until fat and sugar
have dissolved.
3 Simmer for 5 minutes then leave to cool.
4 Sift flour into mixing bowl with bicarbonate, salt and spices.
5 Make a well in the centre of flour and
pour in cooled fruit mixture and mix until
well blended.
6 Pour into prepared tin and then
sprinkle on demerara sugar.
Bake in centre of oven for one hour 20
minutes then turn out to cool.

Mysterious
eternal
triangle?
CAN YOU HELP to identify this latest JS
archives mystery? The triangular glass
dish was found by Mrs Buchanan of
Horsell and was sent in to the archives via
Woking branch. The dish is about 1^
inches deep, with 3 inch sides, and J
Sainsbury raised in the glass.
If you can help solve the mystery please
contact Honor Godfrey on Blackfriars
6050 or 6528.
Manager Chris Phillips and first-aider Mary Dormer take a great pride in the letters they
receive from grateful customers.
'THERE'S
NO
PLACE
LIKE
SAINSBURY'S' claims Mary Dormer,
first-aider at JS's Watford store. In her 16
years of working at JS's Watford branch
she has received many letters of thanks
from grateful customers, and she has
recently received one more. Not so long
ago she was summoned to the shopfloor to
deal with a customer's child choking on a
boiled sweet.
'The mother was getting a bit hysterical'
says Mary 'so I took the child upstairs for
treatment.' The recipe for success involved turning the three-year-old upside
down and shaking! A few words of com-

fort and she was 'as right as rain'.
The commonest calls on Mary's abilities come from slips and the resultant
bruises, although old folks feeling faint
come a close second. Mary believes in the
value of the comforting chat, but medical
matters must come first, and in Mary's
capable hands the shoppers of Watford
can be sure of the very best treatment.
When she is not first-aiding Mary is a
butcher at the store and is always on hand
for any slips with the carving knife, but she
is by no means immune herself. The day
after her rescue act she managed to slice
her own finger!

The mystery object with a J S matchbox to
give you an idea of its size.
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DUST OFF your creative urges and make an unusual rug out of dusters. Yes dusters,
as sold at many large JS supermarkets. Maria Beeston did, and her rug, plus making
instructions, will soon be appearing in a number of homemaker and women's
magazines.
Maria, a professional designer and good ideas merchant, is a regular customer at
JS's Ipswich branch, and she is constantly searching the shelves for ordinary,
inexpensive household items with 'potential'.
When she saw some rolls of stockinette (used for cutting up into dusters) she
couldn't resist buying a couple. 'The stockinette looked so good and being made of a
natural fibre I knew it would dye beautifully. I was sure there must be something more
one could do with them other than dust.'
First she tried wearing it and then turning it into a fashionable turban-style hat.
Finally she came up with the idea of making it into a plaited rug.
Her rug design takes 36 rolls of stockinette. 'The beauty of it is, you don't have to
buy them all at once' says Maria. 'You can buy a few at a time and not make such a
big hole in the weekly housekeeping money.'
When you have collected all 36, a couple of evenings' work and you have an
exclusive rug for under £14, in the colour or colours of your choice.

All you need is a little ingenuity and 36 rolls
of Lanit stockinette (above) to make this
unusual plaited rug. Below: Maria Beeston
takes a ride on her completed 'magic carpet'. Inset: The back of the rug showing the
stitching and turned-under ends of the
plaits; before backing with hessian.

The first thing to do when you have
collected all 36 rolls is to wash and dye
them. They must be washed to remove any
'dressing' in the fabric and to shrink them.
Maria found the most practical and convenient way of both washing and dyeing
the rolls was to use Dylon's Wash'n Dye.
This is a blend of dye powder and detergent and is used in a washing machine.
Maria used three colours (Kingfisher,
Emerald and Spring Light) which meant
three loads of 12 rolls. After each dyeing,
the washing machine is cleaned by running with very hot water, washing powder
and a cup of bleach.
If you don't have a washing machine,
wash the stockinette in detergent and dye
separately, using Dylon's Multi-purpose
dyes. (The same colours as in Wash'n Dye
are available in the Multi-purpose dyes.

Roll up, roll up!
After washing, dyeing and drying the
lengths of stockinette, the next step is to
prepare them for plaiting. The stockinette
is about eight inches in width (slightly less
after washing) and must be rolled and
folded along its length to a uniform one
inch wide, then sewn along the length to
hold it in a neat roll. Maria says this is
rather a tediousjob but it really makes the
next stage—plaiting them—much easier
and neater.
From the completed rolled and sewn
lengths you next make 12, three-stranded
plaits. If you are making a rug in three
colours take one length in each colour and
sew the ends together. Put the sewn end
under a chair leg or something to hold it
while you plait. Better still get someone to
hold it for you so you get a nice even weave
the whole length of the plait. Keep all the
sewn edges to what will be the back of the
rug and keep the work flat. When the plait
is completed, sew the ends together neatly.
When you have made twelve plaits, lay
them out side by side on the floor. Together they should measure about 36
inches across. A good balancing length for
this width rug is 72 inches, so cut and resecure the plaits at this length—plus an
allowance of three inches at each end for
turning under and finishing. (Including
allowances the plaits should now measure
78 inches.)
The plaits are now ready to be sewn
together. For this use a strong button
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thread in a toning colour. First sew the
plaits together in pairs, then into fours and
then all three sets of fours together. Sew
fairly loosely to keep the finished rug as
flat and as buckle-free as possible and sew
from the back to keep the stitches invisible.

Finally line up the ends of the plaits,
turn them under three inches at each end.
Sew securely. For a really professional
finish Maria suggests that the rug should
be backed with a natural hessian; cut to
size, allow three inches on all sides for
turning, and stitch neatly in position. O

